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Motivation

• Previously people have largely focused on adaptation to first order statistical
changes of a stimulus ensemble

• An efficient encoder should adapt its strategy not just to the mean, but to the
full shape of the stimulus distribution

• Are the steady state receptive fields of neurons at all like those which are
measured in the (more relevant) adapting regime?
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Smirnakis et al. 1997

• retinal ganglion cells (tiger
salamander/rabbit) adapt to
the contrast (range of light
intensities) over ∝ seconds

• Stimulus: random flicker at
constant mean intensity with
an abrupt (step) change in
the second-order stats over long
intervals.
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Smirnakis et al. 1997

(Step up in variance)

• light and sound both wave-like
excitations

• rods and cones cannot operate on
the femto-second time scale and like
inferior colliculus (ICC) neurons, they
detect the temporal contrast of light

• temporal contrast ≡ modulation
depth

• Do the ICC and retina have
similar dynamics in response to
a step change in the stimulus
variance?
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Kvale et al. 2004

Look at neurons in the ICC of the cat and show:

1. adaption to dynamic auditory stimuli which differ in the variance of their
modulation depth distribution, is this just adaptive gain control...

2. adaption to higher moment statistics (kurtosis ∝
∫

dxP (x)x4, intuitively
‘peakedness’ of P (x)) of the modulation envelope

3. show the temporal receptive fields (RFs) change

4. Similar to retinal results - postulate as general properties of sensory systems
allowing them to cope with a non-stationary environment.
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Methods

• single unit recordings

• find characteristic frequencies (ωc) via tone busts

• derive conventional temporal modulation transfer functions

• stimulus for experiment: s(t) = 1
2 [1 + g(t)] sin(ωct)

• g(t) is the modulation function and can be white noise or a binary m-sequence.

• Model the rate as: r(t) = h0+
∑L−1

t1=0 h(t1)s(t−t1) and determine the receptive
fields, h0 and h(t1) using cross correlation techniques.
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Modulation functions

• Gaussian white noise: Norm(µ, σ) = 1√
2πσ2

exp
(
− x2

2σ2

)
– zero mean
– white power spectrum

• Binary m-sequence: pseudo-random sequence of +1s and -1s of length L = 2n−1
with two important properties:

– zero mean (approximately) 〈m(t)〉 = − 1
L

– white power spectrum(approximately) 〈m(t)m(t + τ)〉 = L if τ=0
−1 otherwise
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Stimuli

pure tone at CF of the unit (∼ 0.125ms) ×1
2(1 + g(t))

Experiment 1: Adaptation to a switching variance g(t)) = Gaussian white noise/m-
sequence (∼ 1ms) × Square wave (variance quadruples) ∼ 25ms corresponding to
about 30 draws from the random sequence.

Experiment 2: Adaptation to higher order statistics (Kurtosis) g(t) = Gaussian/m-
sequence of the same variance but m-sequence has a minimal kurtosis
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Stimuli
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Results - Variance switching

25/31 showed the overshoot and decay behaviour for ↑, 16/31 showed the overshoot and decay

behaviour for ↓, 6/31 showed no adaptation, CF = 6 to 10 KHz
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Results - Variance switching

Fit sum of an exponential and a steady state to get decay times, τ1 ↑ 0.30 ± 0.08s, τ2 ↑
0.14± 0.08s, asymmetry ratio

τ1
τ2

= 1.7± 0.4s for dual decay group, no correlation between the

height of over-shoot and the decay time
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Results - Kurtosis switching

17/27 showed adaptation, same qualitative shape as before, magnitude of the amplitude change

is much smaller, time constants of the change are much longer: τgm ↑ 0.57 ± 0.11s, τmg ↑
0.26± 0.09s,

τgm
τmg

= 2.2.
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Results - Kurtosis switching comparison

No correlation between variance and moment adaptation times. Units that respond more strongly

to the variance switching do to the kurtosis switching too.
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Results - Receptive field changes

Calculated the dynamic temporal modulation response kernel consecutive 200ms intervals averaged

and used to calculate the RFs
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Results - summary of RF changes

transition type temporal domain spectral domain

low to high ↑ immediate initial latency decrease

followed by latency increase by

∼ 3ms, immediate amplitude

increase followed by amplitude

decreases with time, initial

sharpening followed by broadening

4.6 to 5.8ms at HMW

Best modulation frequency

decreased, Inverse relation

between latency change and BMF

change

high to low ↓ immediate initial latency increase

followed by a small decrease in

latency, initial suppression with an

increase in amplitude thereafter,

initial broadening followed by

sharpening

Best modulation frequency

increased only slightly
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Discussion

• components of the ICC respond to higher order non-stationarities in the stimulus

• Simple firing rate adaptation cannot explain why the relaxation times are
not dependent on the firing rate (or why relaxation times for the higher order
moments were twice that of the variance whilst the firing rates were very similar)

• For reference adaptation to a step in the mean of the stimulus ensemble is twice
as fast as adaptation to the variance (40% for step up and 60% for step down).
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What’s the purpose of the mechanism?

• homoeostasis or firing rate set point in the presence of highly variable stimuli
- dynamic range reduction / adaptive gain control

• Adaptation is more than dynamic gain control: adapt to mean, variance and
kurtosis

• detection of change, emphasise this, but relax (learn) the new modulation depth
distribution (unsatisfactory explanation of the asymmetry, Fairhall)
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Fairhall et al 2001
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Fairhall et al 2001
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Summary

Look at neurons in the ICC of the cat:

1. shown adaption to stimuli whose modulation depth distribution dynamically
changes (in both variance and kurtosis)

2. The overshoot, steady state behaviour, and asymmetric time constants
are qualitatively similar to results in the retina.

3. The temporal receptive fields also change in a similar way

4. Postulate as general properties of sensory systems allowing them to cope
with a non-stationary environment.
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Other useful references:

Adaptation of retinal processing to image contrast and spatial scale Smirnakis, Berry, Warland,

Bialek and Meister Nature vol. 386, 6 March 1997

Dendritic Calcium Accumulation Associated With Direction-Selective Adaptation in Visual Motion

Sensitive Neurons In Vivo Kurtz Durr Egelhaaf Journal of the American Physiological Society 2000

Efficiency and Ambiguity in an Adaptive Neural Code Fairhall, Lewen, Bialek, de Ruyter van

Steveninck Nature vol 412 Aug 2001
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